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The invention relates to glazing clips and has 
for its object the obtaining of a construction 
which may be formed as a stamping from sheet 
material having a degree of resiliency such, for 
instance, as sheet metal. 

seated in said frage. 

tion as hereirafter Set forth. 
In the drawings: 

Securing said pane: 

of the Sane. 

slits D, ' a bifurcation J. 

(C. 39-3) 
2 

to the frame and glass, the portions H, i", , ;" 
being outside of the glass. The clip is ther 
pressed towards the fraine bar which Will Spring 
upward the portions H, H, I, I' permitting the 

5 porticin B to be noved into contact with the 
It is a further object to obtain a construction fiange III of the fraine bar. When it reaches 

which can be quickly engaged with a window this position, the portions I, " Wiil Spring into 
frame to firmly hold in position a pane of glass the crevice N, which is between the edge of the 

pane and the flange MP, thus forning detents 
With these and other advantageous objects 10 for holding the clip in this position. 

in view, the invention consists in the contric- It is obvious that the clip thus positioned Wi 
have its Spaced bearing portiCrs H and hi' resil 
iently yieldably pressed against one face of the 

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of a portion of a pale to press the opposite face thereof into seals 
window frame having a pane of glass seated l3 ing contact With the gasket I. The detents I 
therein showing my improved clip in position for and Will hold the clip in position and the bifur 

cated pCition J having its furcations. On opposite 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation of the clip; sides of the flange M2 will prevent disengage 
Fig. 3 is a plan wisey thereof; ent fro the frare. 
Fig. 4 is an end elevation; 20 What I claim as my invention is: 
Fig. 5 is a section through an angle bar of a 1. A glazing clip for Securing a transparent 

Window Sash with one edge portion of a pale pane to a frame, which latter has a bar parallel 
of glass seated thereon and showing the manner to One edge of Said pane forming a Seat therefor 
of initially engaging the clip with said frame bar; and also extending outward beyond and trans 

Fig. 6 is a similar view showing the clip in 25 verse to the plane of Said pane; comprising a 
position for locking the pane upon its seat; resilient elongated bowed member formed of 

Fig. 7 is a plan view of the blank as severed pressed sheet material having an anchor pro 
from the sheet material prior to the fashioning jecting laterally from the Central portion of the 

bow adapted for engaging a bored aperture in 
My improved glazing clip is stamped from 30 said bar when said bowed member is positioned 

resilient material such, for instance, as sheet to extend longitudinally thereof and adjacent 
metal. The blank severed from the sheet ma- thereto and is pressed against said pane, the 
teria includes an ooloing rectangular portion resilient opposite end portions of the bow con 
A. With a rectangular portion 3 of lesser length tacting said pane and having detents for en 
extending laterally from one edge thereof and 35 gaging the edge thereof. 
with a tongie C projecting oftward from the 2. The construction as in clain in which 
portion B. The portion B is slitted at D, D' to Said projecting anchor is hook shaped and is 
increase the length of the tongue C. and the Op- engageable With Said aperture when said bowed 
posite ends of the portion A are slitted at E and member is obliquely inclined to the plane of said 
E’. The portion S is bent to extend substan- 40 pane, after which said contacting ends of the 
tially at richt, angles to the portion A and the boW ray be slid Over said pane until said detents 
atter is bowed to have a central portion F of Snap into engagement with the edge of the pane, 
the length of the portion 3 downwardly inclined 3. the construction as in claim 1 in which 
portions G, G' tertinating in bearing nortions H, Said anchor includes a portion extending at right 
H' on the cutter sides of the slits E, E' for con- 45 angles to the central portion of said bow and 
tact with the glass. The portions I, I.' On the bearing against the outward portion of said bar, 
opposite side of the sits E, E, which are nar- and also a portion projecting laterally from the 
rower than the portions H, H', are bent down- upper end of the aforesaid portion which engages 
Ward to a greater extent and as later described Said aperture in Said bar. 
form detents for holding the clio in locked posi 
tion. The tongue c is bent outward at thein- 50 WINCENT T. CREEGAN. 
ner ends of the slits D, D' and then upward to 
form in connection with portions outside the References (Cited in the file of this patent 
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